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FOCUS: REVIEWS

"BROWSING WITH BILL"
William Bergeson
Director of Reading
Mt. Pleasant Public Schools
This book gives a detailed explanation
as to when each type of goal structure
should be used, how it should be used,
and methods for monitoring the structures. The text gives many ways to correct the present situation in which most
teachers use interpersonal competition
inappropriately and poorly and do not
encourage the use of all three goal structures. This book specifies the conditions
under which cooperative goal structure
should be used and explains the specific
procedures for implementing them in the
classroom.
If reading is treated as a thinking
activity, one can easily see the need for
more cooperative goal structuring and
less competitive and individualized goal
structuring. Whenever problem-solving is
desired, whenever divergent thinking or
creativity is desired, ( or quality of performance, or the task is complex, and
the learning goals important, and the
students' social development a major consideration) then a cooperative goal structure should be used. The authors feel
that competition is and should be used
when speed and quantity of work on
simple drill activities is desired. Individualism has its place when simple mechanical skills or individualistic skills are important to the instructional goal(s). The
authors feel that the "typical classroom"
should be structured around the following percentages - cooperative goal structures should be used 70 percent of the
time, individualized goal structures 20
percent, and competitive goal structure
about 10 percent of the time.
The first part of the book is the basic
framework for the rationale of using
goal structures. The rest of the book
consists of the actual construction tips
for how to put that knowledge into
practice. The theory of goal structuring
becomes a teaching process of goal structuring, monitoring, and evaluating.
There are some negative aspects about
this book. The first criticism is probably

Professional Reading

Learning Together and A lone: Cooperation, Competition, and Individualization.
David W. and Roger T. Johnson. 214
pages. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975.
I first got turned on to this book when
I attended a Michigan Reading Council
meeting featuring Robert T. Johnson as
the featured speaker. Dr. Johnson's presentation was entitled, "Cooperative Goal
Structure and Reading." After listening
to his presentation, I was excited about
his ideas and wanted to know more. The
most efficient way to get the added information is through the printed page, so I
borrowed ·a text written on cooperative
learning by the Johnson brothers. What
follows is my reaction to the book.
The first item that should be mentioned is that this book is not just a
reading "how-to" book. It is a book that
is, what I would call, an educational
social psychology book. The authors
mainly try to get teachers and educators
to apply the socio-psychological knowledge (research) to educational practice.
As they stated, "The future of instructing and teaching rests upon successful
application of social science knowledge
to instructional methods and procedures."
The authors feel that a classroom is
structured around three types of goal
structures - cooperation, competition,
and individualization. They demonstrate,
very convincingly I might add, that
schools are using inappropriate goal structures much of the time. A goal structure
is a desired state of future affairs. It is
made up of three parts - the actual goal,
the tasks needed to accomplish the goal,
and the process which the person must
relate to other learners in working toward
task completion and goal accomplishment.
The research evidenced seems to indicate
that teachers are presently over-using
competition, possible misusing the individualistic goal structure, and underusing
cooperation in their classrooms.
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a personal one. It is the inane banter
between the two author-brothers, interspersed throughout the book, that
attempts to pass for humor (?), i.e.,
younger brother wearing wastebasket on
head for days, etc. On the more serious
side, there are few actual practical examples (reading, math or whatever) of how
a subject should be taught. By this, I
mean a step-by-step classroom situation
with conversation and all the activities
teachers would have to go through to
accomplish the objective. What I would
like to see is more "show me" and less
"tell me". The evaluation chapter is
pretty good, except the discussion on
giving grades (which most of us have to
give) where only one paragraph discusses
this touchy area.
All in all, this is an excellent book. I
feel it will have a profound influence on
my thinking. Any teacher who wishes to
promote higher achievement, more positive attitudes, and broader educational
outcomes, should consider goal structuring as part of the instructional program .
Cooperation is what this book is all
about. As the au tho rs state, "Cooperation is the forest - competition and
individualization are but the trees."
Professional Reading
Think First, Read Later! Piagetian Prerequisites for Reading. T. Gary Waller.
34 pages. International Reading Association, 1977.
When I read professional literature to
review for the Michigan Reading Association, it is not totally for altruistic reasons.
I generally read and review literature
that I feel will benefit me professionally
or at least will make me more aware of
what is going on in the ever expanding
field of reading. For these reasons, I
usually include an LR.A. monograph in
my reviews. The above monograph certainly fills some of the gaps in my reading
background.
Think First, Read Later! treatise is
part of the LR.A. series on The Development of the Reading Process. The series
is organized around the notion that the
child's reading behavior is a developmental phenomenon. Piaget has done volumes
of work concerning the de'\l:elopmental
patterns of children, but virtually nothing
directly mentions the reading process.
This monograph attempts to show the
link between reading and Piaget's develop-

ment of cognition. I am certain that you,
like myself, have been exposed to Piaget
and his teachings to some degree. This
scholarly paper, while not easy to read,
does relate Piaget's theory and reading
research quite well. The author briefly
describes Piaget's theory, being careful
to give both definitions and examples of
Piaget's generic terms. He then establishes
a hypothesis between operativity (theory
of cognition) and the development of
reading. The hypothesis is that "thinking,
as a basic psychological process or processes, is fundamental to and necessary
for reading ... "
This monograph is divided into three
parts. The first section deals with a brief
overview of Piagetian theory and relationship to reading. The second section
examines the available evidence of thinking (as viewed by Piaget) and the reading
process. The final section makes recommendations concerning testable research
hypotheses.
What does all this mean? For an
example, children who are not yet reading or are suspected of not being ready to
read have trouble with tasks of seriation.
Seriation is the ordering of something
from largest to smallest, etc., i.e ., ordering a set of ten sticks according to their
lengths. Presumably, this requires thinking of one stick as both longer than the
stick to its right and shorter than the
one to its left. The evidence suggests the
correlation between seriation and reading (.55) is very impressive and is a good
place for any researcher interested in
reading to begin.
While this monograph would be excellent for anyone wanting to do research in
Piagetian foundations of reading, I would
recommend this book to any classroom
teacher concerned with reading and thinking. Even though this short work is not
a "how to" collection, I found it very
interesting. In fact, I certainly feel it
helped fill a gap or two in my knowledge
of reading. Who knows, maybe some of
us will follow up with some research of
our own.
Professional Reading
Reading & Writing Instruction in the
United States: Historical Trends. H. Alan
Robinson, Editor. 81 pages. International
Reading Association, 1977.
"Looking backward is useful only if
one learns from the past to profit in the
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Life of Reason, warned, "those who can-

future," my old high school history
teacher would reply to the often asked
question, "Why study history?". The
above quote about history is very applicable to this short book. With all the
variety of materials in today's marketplace and the many approaches to teaching language arts that are being championed by a plethora of experts, one
needs a historical benchmark for evaluation.

not remember the past are condemned
to repeat it."
Classroom Material

Write to Communicate: The Language
Arts in Process. Burton Albert, Jr. and
Donald M. Murray. Reader's Digest (Educational Division, 1973.) Pleasantville,
New York 10570. $136.50.
Write to Communicate is a writing
program basically for the intermediate
grades - 3, 4, 5, 6. It comes in kit form
and there are four kits. While the kits are
designed for specific grades, they can be
used very effectively with higher grades.
In fact, I have used the fifth grade
materials very successfully with adults in
a jail rehabilitation program.
The theories upon which Write to
Communicate are based are derived from
the works of Donald Murray and James
Moffet. These two men looked at the
processes of how writers write successfully. They questioned and worked with
many professional writers trying to discover why good writing is good. Based
upon their theories, this program was
created. They certainly have done their
homework well.
Write to Communicate is not a language and usage test. As far back as 1915,
the National Council of Teachers of English has research that proves good writing
is not related to the studying of grammar,
i.e., diagramming sentences, etc. In fact,
the "traditional" English exercises not
only fail to help make children successful
with written expression, but there are
some research studies that demonstrate
these types of exercises do much more
harm than good! If Write to Communicate
is not a textbook, then, what is it? It is a
program that offers a logical, step-bystep approach to successful writing skills.
Write to Communicate is built upon the
knowledge of the process of writing itself.
In contrast to most language arts programs, it is based upon the study of language after it has been used - what was
written, what was said.
The material is structured for the
teacher, but not for the child. This program contrasts with the usual method of
teaching suggested by many language arts
materials. Rather than teaching grammar
and sentence construction and then presenting models of good writing for the
children to duplicate, Write to Communi-

As language arts practitioners in today's world, we often refuse to acknowledge that our former colleagues tried
many things, searched for what was good,
and utilized philosophies that were based
on the truth. Many of us have short
memories and feel that the correct teaching discoveries have appeared only in our
"times." This book is easy to read and
very enlightening for those of us who are
"buried in the present." In fact, Reading

& Writing Instruction in the United States:
Historical Trends is printed on a sepiatype paper that lends itself very well
toward giving one a historical perspective
or frame-of-mind.
The authors of each section (spelling,
composition, reading, reading research,
diagnosis, and remedial reading in secondary schools) are well known personages
from the educational field. They examined
the research trends and some of the ways
the language arts have been taught as
Jonathan Messerle wrote in the foreword,
"In its modest way, it (this book) amply
demonstrates the virtue of rediscovering
that the past is an informative prologue
to the present."
While one certainly will not become
an educational historian by reading this
book, it will help one become more
attuned to what's happening today. I
feel it is helpful for us to know that reading, writing and spelling problems aren't
just a recent phenomenon. We have always
been troubled by them, contrary to what
much of the tax-paying public thinks. In
fact, we probably have gone quite a way
in solving many of our "problems." This
is not to say that language arts instruction
can't stand improvement, only to say
that nostalgia clouds some of our perceptions.
I would recommend all of us in eduaational endeavors to read this book. It will
give us a clearer perspective for making
today's decisions. As Santayan, in The
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cate starts at the foundation, with the

gallery of writing forms gives the students
many different ways/suggestions to make
their writing the best they can do and to
wean themselves from that "once upon a
time" stuff. When a child has written the
first draft, there are suggestion conferences with other students and the teacher,
each contributing new ideas, suggestions,
and/or praise for the author's ideas and
styles. While the child is in the drafting
stage, there is an editor's handbook provided to which the student can and
should refer to aid his/her writing.
The program is not based upon competition. If the teacher structures the
program correctly, all children will enjoy
the program and benefit greatly from
the materials and instruction.
The main problem for not having
success with this program lies with the
teacher. If the instructor is committed to
the philosophy of writing that Write to
Communicate expounds and follows the
detailed teachers' guides, success will
follow. However, this is where the rub
comes. Many, or most of our teachers,
have not been exposed to this philosophy,
or have been taught the "writing laboratory" approach. If a school district
decides on Write to Communicate, much
inservice training must take place for the
program to be successful. Also, the teacher
must have a fairly strong background in
the writing skills, especially the conventions of writing - grammar and usage, if
Write to Communicate is to be a lovely
and effective language arts program. My
only regret is that this language arts program was not available and used when I
was in elementary school. Writing is not
subservient to the skills; it's the other
way around.

thinking process of the writer and what
s/he wants to communicate.
The program incorporates a gallery of
writing forms, creqtive suggestions, twelve
unit guides for the teacher, posters, a look
at the author's section, a student discovery book, and much more into a
colorful and creative package. All these
materials are designed to help the young
writer communicate successfully by using
the written form. Writing is one person's
message to another. Because of this basic
fact, we should be concerned with the
process of how this is done. The textbook the child uses is re·ally his/her own
writing. With this program, nobody should
fail. Some students are better writers
than others, but all can improve if they
are worked with by the teachers and
other students from where they are in
the writing continuum.
Write to Communicate teaches the
students that there are three stages all
writers have to go through - the prewrite
stage (selecting topic, audience, and form
which will communicate the message
best), which is probably the most difficult for any writer; the writing or drafting stage (where the writer is polishing
the work); and the publishing stage. (It is
the publishing stage where correct spelling, sentence structure, and proper
punctuation come into importance if the
writer wants to communicate effectively.)
Throughout the entire program, Write
to Communicate stresses the use of
specifics, i.e., instead of saying, "the
horse stood against the fence post," perhaps it would be better to replace "horse"
with "old nag." This program teaches
the child to limit his/her subject. The
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